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Abstract
We study a model linear convection–diffusion–reaction problem where both the diffusion term
and the convection term are multiplied by small parameters εd and εc, respectively. Depending on
the size of the parameters the solution of the problem may exhibit exponential layers at both end
points of the domain. Sharp bounds for the derivatives of the solution are derived using a barrier-
function technique. These bounds are applied in the analysis of a simple upwind-difference scheme
on Shishkin meshes. This method is established to be almost first-order convergent, independently
of the parameters εd and εc.
 2003 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
Let us consider the singularly perturbed convection–diffusion–reaction problem
Lu := −εdu′′ + εcbu′ + cu= f in (0,1), u(0)= γ0, u(1)= γ1, (1)
with two small parameters 0 < εd  1 and 0  εc  1. The functions b, c and f are
assumed to be sufficiently smooth with b(x) 1 and c(x) 1 for x ∈ [0,1].
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convection dominated problems (εc =O(1)); see, e.g., [3,5,8], much less is known about so
called robust or uniform methods for problems with two small parameters. More precisely
we are looking for robust methods in the context of the following definition.
Definition 1.1 (Uniform/robust convergence). Let uε be the solution of a singularly per-
turbed problem with perturbation parameter ε = (εd, εc) and let UNε be a numerical
approximation of uε obtained by a numerical method with N degrees of freedom. The
numerical method is said to be uniformly convergent or robust with respect to the pertur-
bation parameter ε in the norm ‖ · ‖ if∥∥uε −UNε ∥∥ ϑ(N) for N N0
with a function ϑ and a threshold value N0 > 0 that are both independent of ε and
lim
N→∞ϑ(N)= 0.
Shishkin and Titov [9] proved for an exponentially fitted finite-difference scheme on a
uniform mesh for (1) that for any ν < 2/5 there exists a constant C, which is independent
of εd , εc and N , the number of mesh intervals, with∣∣u(xi)−Ui∣∣CN−ν for i = 0, . . . ,N.
Vulanovic´ [11] considers layer-adapted meshes for (1) with εc = ε1/2+νd and ν > 0 fixed.
In that case however the behaviour of the solution is very similar to that of the purely
reaction–diffusion problem with εc = 0.
In the present paper we give sharp bounds for the derivatives of the solution using
a barrier-function and comparison-principle technique; see Section 2. These bounds are
used in Section 3 to analyse a simple upwind-difference scheme on Shishkin meshes. Our
approach is similar to that in [2] where under certain assumptions on a decomposition of the
exact solution almost first-order convergence of the scheme is established. The argument
in [2] however is not rigorous and therefore was not published in an article before.
Notation. Throughout the paper C, sometimes subscripted, is a generic positive constant
that is independent of the perturbation parameters εd and εc and of the number of mesh
intervals N . For a continuous function g we set gi = g(xi).
2. Properties of the exact solution
In this section we study derivative bounds for the exact solution of (1). Let λ0(x) and
λ1(x) be the two solutions of the characteristic equation
−εdλ(x)2 + εcb(x)λ(x)+ c(x)= 0. (2)
The quantity λ0 < 0 describes the boundary layer at x = 0, while λ1 > 0 characterises the
layer at x = 1.
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µ0 := max
x∈[0,1]
λ0(x) < 0 and µ1 := min
x∈[0,1]λ1(x) > 0.
Note that
λ0(x)− c(x)
εcb(x)+√εdc(x) and µ0 −
1
‖b‖∞ +√‖c‖∞ , (3)
properties that we use later. Let
w0,α(x) := eαµ0x and w1,α(x) := e−αµ1(1−x).
Lemma 2.1. For any p ∈ [0,1] we have
(Lw0,p)(x) (1− p)w0,p(x) for all x ∈ (0,1) (4a)
and
(Lw1,p)(x) (1− p)w1,p(x) for all x ∈ (0,1). (4b)
Proof. (i) We start with the first inequality. A direct calculation gives
(Lw0,p)(x)=
{
p
(−εdpµ20 + εcb(x)µ0)+ c(x)}w0,p(x)

{
p
(−εdµ20 + εcb(x)µ0)+ c(x)}w0,p(x)

{
p
(−εdλ0(x)2 + εcb(x)λ0(x))+ c(x)}w0,p(x)
because 0 > µ0  λ0(x) and µ20  λ0(x)2 for all x ∈ [0,1]. Use the characteristic equa-
tion (2) to get (4a).
(ii) We now prove (4b). We have
(Lw1,p)(x)=
{
p
(−εdpµ21 + εcb(x)µ1)+ c(x)}w1,p(x)

{
pµ1
(−εdµ1 + εcb(x))+ c(x)}w1,p(x)

{
pµ1(x)
(−εdλ1(x)+ εcb(x))+ c(x)}w1,p(x)
because 0 <µ1  λ1(x) for all x ∈ [0,1]. The characteristic equation (2) yields
(Lw1,p)(x)
{
− µ1
λ1(x)
pc(x)+ c(x)
}
w1,p(x).
Using λ1(x) µ1 > 0 again, we obtain (4b). ✷
Lemma 2.2. For any ϑ  ‖b‖∞ we have
−(Lw0,ϑ )(x)
(
ϑ
‖b‖∞ − ‖c‖∞
)
w0,ϑ (x) for all x ∈ (0,1) (5a)
and
−(Lw1,ϑ )(x)
(
ϑ
‖b‖∞ − ‖c‖∞
)
w1,ϑ (x) for all x ∈ (0,1). (5b)
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analogous. A direct calculation gives
−(Lw0,ϑ )(x)=
{
εdϑ
2µ20 − εcϑb(x)µ0 − c(x)
}
w0,ϑ(x).
Because µ0 = maxx λ0(x) there exists a ξ ∈ [0,1] such that λ0(ξ)= µ0. Then the charac-
teristic equation yields
−(Lw0,ϑ )(x)
{
εdϑλ0(ξ)
2
(
ϑ − b(x)
b(ξ)
)
+ ϑ
b(ξ)
− c(x)
}
w0,ϑ (x)

{
εdϑλ0(ξ)
2(ϑ − ‖b‖∞)+ ϑ‖b‖∞ − ‖c‖∞
}
w0,ϑ(x).
The result follows. ✷
Lemma 2.3 (Comparison principle [6]). Let b˜, c˜ ∈ C(0,1) be arbitrary functions. Assume
there exists a strictly positive function v ∈ C2(0,1)∪C[0,1] with L˜v := −εdv′′ + εcb˜v′ +
c˜v > 0 in (0,1). Then the operator L˜ satisfies a comparison principle. That is if two func-
tions u,w ∈ C2(0,1) ∪ C[0,1] satisfy L˜u L˜w in (0,1), u(0) w(0) and u(1) w(1)
then uw on [0,1].
Corollary 2.1. Let the assumptions of Lemma 2.3 hold. If |L˜u|  L˜w in (0,1), |u(0)|
w(0) and |u(1)|w(1) then |u|w on [0,1] and we call w a barrier function of u.
Theorem 2.1. Let b, c, f ∈ Cq [0,1] for some q  1. Let p,κ ∈ (0,1) be arbitrary. Assume
q‖b′‖∞εc  κ(1− p). (6)
Then we have∣∣u(k)(x)∣∣ C{1+ (−µ0)kepµ0x +µk1e−pµ1(1−x)}, x ∈ (0,1), (7)
for k = 0, . . . , q .
Proof. The proof is by induction. For k = 0 we have
|Lu| ‖f ‖∞ in (0,1), u(0)= γ0, u(1)= γ1.
The operator L satisfies a comparison principle because Lv = c  1 for v ≡ 1, by
Lemma 2.3. Use the barrier function w ≡ max{‖f ‖∞, |γ0|, |γ1|} in order to get (7) for
k = 0.
Now assume that (7) holds for k = 0, . . . ,m < q . Then differentiating (1) k-times, we
get
Lku(k) = gk for x ∈ (0,1), (8)
where
Lkv := Lv + εckb′v
and
g0 = f, c0 = c, ck = c+ kεcb′ and gk = g′k−1 − c′k−1u(k−1).
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We prove that (7) holds for k =m+ 1. From (8) and (9) we have∣∣(Lm+1u(m+1))(x)∣∣ C{1+ (−µ0)mw0,p(x)+µm1 w1,p(x)}, x ∈ (0,1). (10)
By Lemma 2.3 the operator Lm+1 satisfies a comparison principle because
Lm+1v = c+ εc(m+ 1)b′  1− εcq‖b′‖∞  1− κ(1− p) > 0 for v ≡ 1.
Thus if we had∣∣u(m+1)(0)∣∣ C(−µ0)m+1 and ∣∣u(m+1)(1)∣∣Cµm+11 , (11)
then application of Lemma 2.1 and Corollary 2.1 with the barrier function
w(x)= C1
{
1+ (−µ0)m+1w0,p(x)+µm+11 w1,p(x)
}
with C1 chosen sufficiently large, independently of εd and εc, yields (7) for k =m+ 1.
We are left with proving (11). Let um(x) := u(m)(x)−u(m)(0)(1−x). Then um satisfies∣∣(Lmum)(x)∣∣ C{(−µ0)m + (−µ0)m−1w0,p(x)+µm−11 w1,p(x)} for x ∈ (0,1),
and
um(0)= 0,
∣∣um(1)∣∣ Cµm1 .
Now consider the function w as a possible barrier function for um,
w(x)= C2(−µ0)m
(
1+w0,p(x)− 2w0,ϑ(x)
)+C3µm1 (w1,p(x)−w1,p(0)).
Let ϑ  ‖b‖∞. Then Lemmas 2.1 and 2.2 yield
(Lmw)(x) C2(−µ0)m
{
1− εcq‖b′‖∞ +
(
1−p− εcq‖b′‖∞
)
w0,p(x)
+ 2
[
ϑ
‖b‖∞ − ‖c‖∞ − εcq‖b
′‖∞
]
w0,ϑ (x)
}
+C3µm1
{−(‖c‖∞ + εcq‖b′‖∞)w1,p(0)
+ (1− p− εcq‖b′‖∞)w1,p(x)}.
Choosing ϑ  ‖b‖∞(1+‖c‖∞) and recalling (6), we see that there exist positive constants
C4 = C4(C2,C3) and C5 = C5(C3) with
(Lmw)(x) C4
{
(−µ0)m + (−µ0)mw0,p(x)+µm1 w1,p(x)
}−C5
because µm1 w1,p(0) C. Thus choosing C2 and C3 sufficiently large, independently of εd
and εc, and recalling (3), we see that w is a barrier function for um.
By the definition of the derivative we have
∣∣u′m(0)∣∣ lim w(x)  C2(−µ0)m+1(2ϑ − p)+C3µm+11 w1,p(0).x→+0 x
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We get |u(m+1)(0)| C(−µ0)m+1, which is the first bound of (11). Analogously one esti-
mates u(m+1)(1). ✷
Note that (6) does not constitute a restriction since we are interested in the case when
εc  1 only. However (6) provides a maximal threshold value of εc for which the derivative
bounds for u and therefore our subsequent results hold.
3. A simple upwind-difference scheme
Let ω: 0= x0 < x1 < · · ·< xN = 1 be an arbitrary mesh with local step sizes hi := xi−
xi−1 and maximal step size H := maxi hi . Then our discretisation is: Find U ∈ RN+1γ :=
{v ∈RN+1: v0 = γ0, vN = γ1} such that
[LU ]i := −εd [δ2U ]i + εcbi[D−U ]i + ciUi = fi for i = 1, . . . ,N − 1, (12)
where
[δ2v]i := 2
hi + hi+1
([D−v]i+1 − [D−v]i) and [D−v]i := vi − vi−1
hi
.
Our analysis is based on the truncation error and barrier function technique introduced
by Kellogg and Tsan [1], which was recently applied to a number of difference schemes
and meshes for problems with a single boundary layer; see, e.g., [4,7,10].
The matrix associated with L is an M-matrix. Therefore we have the following discrete
comparison principle.
Lemma 3.1. The operator L satisfies a discrete comparison principle. That is if two mesh
functions v and w defined on ω satisfy Lv  Lw for i = 1, . . . ,N − 1, v0  w0 and
uN wN then v w for i = 0, . . . ,N .
Estimates for the truncation error are provided by the next lemma, which is easily veri-
fied using Taylor expansions with the integral form of the remainder.
Lemma 3.2. Let r ∈C3[0,1]. Then
∣∣[Lr]i − (Lr)i ∣∣ Cεd
xi+1∫
xi−1
∣∣r ′′′(x)∣∣dx +Cεc
xi∫
xi−1
∣∣r ′′(x)∣∣dx.
3.1. Analysis on an arbitrary mesh
For our analysis we need the following splitting of the solution of (1) into a regular
solution component v and layer components v0 and v1.
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and this can be decomposed as u = v + w0 + w1 where the regular solution component
v ∈C4[0,1] satisfies
Lv = f in (0,1), ‖v‖C2[0,1] C,
while for the layer components w0,w1 ∈C4[0,1] we have
Lw0 = Lw1 = 0 in (0,1)
and ∣∣w0(x)∣∣Ceµ0x, ∣∣w1(x)∣∣Ce−µ1(1−x) for x ∈ [0,1].
Proof. Let b∗, c∗ and f ∗ be smooth extensions of b, c and f to the interval [−1,2] with
b∗  1/2 and c∗  1/2. Then we define v ∈ C4[−1,2] as the solution of the boundary-
value problem
−εdv′′ + εcb∗v′ + c∗v = f ∗ in (−1,2), v(−1)= v(2)= 0.
Clearly Lv = f on (0,1). Because of the choice of ν there exist κ,p ∈ (0,1) such that
Theorem 2.1 can be applied after a linear transformation. We get ‖v‖C2[0,1]  C.
We define w0,w1 ∈ C4[0,1] as solutions of the boundary-value problems
Lw0 = 0 in (0,1), w0(0)= u(0)− v(0), w0(1)= 0,
and
Lw1 = 0 in (0,1), w1(0)= 0, w1(1)= u(1)− v(1).
The bounds for |w0| and |w1| follow from Corollary 2.1 and Lemma 2.1 with p = 1. ✷
We introduce discrete equivalents of the layer functions w0,p and w1,p,
B0,q,i =
i∏
j=1
(1− qµ0hj )−1 and B1,q,i =
N∏
j=i+1
(1+ qµ1hj )−1
with the convention B0,q,0 = B1,q,N = 1.
Lemma 3.4. Let q ∈ [0,1/2]. Then
[LB0,q ]i  (1− q)B0,q,i
and
[LB1,q ]i 
{
1− q + 2εdq
2µ21hi+1
(1+ qµ1hi)(hi + hi+1)
}
B1,q,i
for i = 1, . . . ,N − 1.
Proof. (i) We start with the first inequality.
[D−B0,q ]i = qµ0B0,q,i , [D−B0,q ]i+1 = qµ0 B0,q,i1− qµ0hi+1
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hi + hi+1
q2µ20hi+1
1− qµ0hi+1B0,q,i 
2q2µ20hi+1
hi + hi+1 B0,q,i  qµ0B0,q,i
because q  1/2. This estimate and λ0,i  µ0 < 0 give
[LB0,q ]i 
[
q
(−εdλ20,i + εcbiλ0,i)+ ci]B0,q,i  (1− q)B0,q,i,
where we have used the characteristic equation (2). This is the first inequality of the lemma.
(ii) For B1,q we have
[D−B1,q ]i = qµ11+ qµ1hi B1,q,i , [D
−B1,q ]i+1 = qµ1B1,q,i
and
[δ2B1,q ]i = 2
hi + hi+1
q2µ21hi
1+ qµ1hi B1,q,i =
2q2µ21
1+ qµ1hi
(
1− hi+1
hi + hi+1
)
B1,q,i .
Thus
[LB1,q ]i 
[
qµ1(−εdµ1 + εcbi)+ (1+ qµ1hi)ci + 2q
2µ21hi+1
hi + hi+1
]
B1,q,i
1+ qµ1hi .
Because λ1,i  µ1 > 0 we have
qµ1(−εdµ1 + εcbi) qµ1(−εdλ1,i + εcbi)=−q µ1
λ1,i
ci −qci,
where we have used the characteristic equation. Hence
[LB1,q ]i 
[
1− q + qµ1hi + 2q
2µ21hi+1
hi + hi+1
]
B1,q,i
1+ qµ1hi .
The second inequality of the lemma follows. ✷
In our error analysis we split the numerical solution U corresponding to the decompo-
sition of the exact solution U = V +W0 +W1 with
[LV ]i = fi, i = 1, . . . ,N − 1, V0 = v(0), VN = v(1),
[LWk]i = 0, i = 1, . . . ,N − 1, Wk,0 =wk(0), Wk,N =wk(1), k = 0,1.
Then
|ui −Ui | |vi − Vi | + |w0,i −W0,i | + |w1,i −W1,i |.
For the error contribution of the regular solution component v, Lemmas 3.1–3.3 yield
|vi − Vi | CH for i = 0, . . . ,N,
where we have used εdv′′′ = (εcbv′ + cv− f )′. For the layer terms we get
|w0,i −W0,i | |w0,i | + |W0,i | C(eµ0xi +B0,1/2,i)
 CB0,1/2,i for i = 0, . . . ,N
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|w1,i −W1,i | CB1,1/2,i for i = 0, . . . ,N.
We summarise our results.
Theorem 3.1. Assume b, c, f ∈ C2[0,1]. Let u be the solution of (1) and U its numerical
approximation by (12). Then
|ui −Ui |C{H +B0,1/2,i +B1,1/2,i} for i = 0, . . . ,N.
3.2. Analysis on a Shishkin mesh
We now study the behaviour of the upwind scheme (12) on special layer-adapted
meshes, so-called Shishkin meshes [5]. Let N , our discretisation parameter, be divisible
by 4. Define the two mesh transition points
τ0 =min
{
1/4,−2µ−10 lnN
}
and τ1 =min
{
1/4,2µ−11 lnN
}
. (13)
Then divide [0, τ0] and [1 − τ1,1] into N/4 subintervals each, while [τ0,1 − τ1] is di-
vided into N/2 subintervals. This implies H  2/N . For simplicity we assume that
τ0 = −2µ−10 lnN and τ1 = 2µ−11 lnN as otherwise the layers are weak and a uniform
mesh is sufficient.
We first bound the error on the coarse part [τ0,1 − τ1] of the mesh. The technique
from [7] is easily adapted to give
B0,1/2,i +B1,1/2,i  CN−1 for i =N/4, . . . ,3N/4.
This estimate and Theorem 3.1 yield
|ui −Ui |CN−1 for i =N/4, . . . ,3N/4. (14)
Let us study the error in the layer regions. We start with [0, τ0]. Let p ∈ (1/2,1) be
arbitrary, but fixed. Theorem 2.1, Lemma 3.2 and εdu′′′ = (εcbu′ + cu− f )′ yield
∣∣[L(u−U)]
i
∣∣ C
{
N−1 + (εcµ20 −µ0)
xi+1∫
xi−1
epµ0x dx
}
.
Because the function epµ0x is monotonically decreasing, we have
xi+1∫
xi−1
epµ0x dx −16 lnN
µ0N
epµ0xi−1 −C lnN
µ0N
epµ0xi .
Thus ∣∣[L(u−U)]
i
∣∣ C(−εcµ0 + 1)N−1 lnN.
There exists ξ ∈ [0,1] with µ0 = λ0(ξ). Hence∣∣[L(u−U)] ∣∣ C(εdλ0(ξ)2 − εcb(ξ)λ0(ξ)+ 1)N−1 lnN.i
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i
∣∣ C(c(ξ)+ 1)N−1 lnN  CN−1 lnN.
The operator L satisfies a comparison principle on the sub mesh {xi}N/4i=0 too. Using the
barrier function C7N−1 lnN with C7 chosen sufficiently large, we get
|ui −Ui |CN−1 lnN for i = 0, . . . ,N/4− 1. (15)
Note the boundary conditions |uN/4 −UN/4| CN−1, by (14), and u0 −U0 = 0.
Finally we study the error on [1− τ1,1]. Theorem 2.1 and Lemma 3.2 yield
∣∣[L(u−U)]
i
∣∣ C
{
N−1 + (εcµ21 +µ1)
xi+1∫
xi−1
e−pµ1(1−x) dx
}
,
where we have used εdu′′′ = (εcbu′ + cu − f )′. Since e−pµ1(1−x) is monotonically de-
creasing, we have
xi+1∫
xi−1
e−pµ1(1−x) dx  16 lnN
µ1N
e−pµ1(1−xi+1)  C lnN
µ1N
e−pµ1(1−xi).
Thus ∣∣[L(u−U)]
i
∣∣ C{N−1 + (εcµ1 + 1)N−1 lnNB1,p,i}
because e−pµ1(1−xi)  B1,p,i . There exists ξ ∈ [0,1] with λ1(ξ)= µ1, i.e.,
εcµ1 =
(
εdµ
2
1 − c(ξ)
)/
b(ξ).
This gives∣∣[L(u−U)]
i
∣∣ C{1+ εdµ21B1,p,i}N−1 lnN
 C
{
1+ εdµ21B1,1/2,i
}
N−1 lnN.
For i > 3N/4 we have
hi = hi+1 = 8 lnN
µ1N
.
Lemma 3.4 yields
[LB1,1/2]i  εdµ
2
1
4(1+ 4N−1 lnN)  Cεdµ
2
1B1,1/2,i
with some constant independent of εd and εc. Use the barrier function
C8N
−1 lnN{1+B1,1/2,i}
with C8 chosen sufficiently large, |u3N/4 −U3N/4| CN−1 from (14) and uN −UN = 0
to obtain
|ui −Ui |CN−1 lnN for i = 3N/4+ 1, . . . ,N, (16)
by the discrete comparison principle for L on {xi}Ni=3N/4.
Collecting (14)–(16), we summarise our results.
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approximation by (12) on the Shishkin mesh defined by (13). Then
|ui −Ui |
{
CN−1 for i =N/4, . . . ,3N/4,
CN−1 lnN otherwise.
3.3. Numerical experiments
In this section we verify experimentally our convergence result. Our test problem is
taken from [2],
−εdu′′ + εcu′ + u= cosπx in (0,1), u(0)= u(1)= 0. (17)
Its solution is easily computed using, e.g., MAPLE.
Indicating by UNεd,εc that the numerical approximation of (17) depends on N , εd and εc
and by uεd,εc that the exact solution depends on εd and εc, we estimate the uniform error
by
ηN := max
εd=1,10−1,...,10−12
εc=1,10−1,...,10−12,0
∥∥UNεd,εc − uεd,εc∥∥∞,ω
with
‖v‖∞,ω := max
i=0,...,N
|vi |.
The rates of convergence are computed using the standard formula
rN = log2(ηN/η2N).
We also compute the constant in the error estimate, i.e., since we have the theoretical
error bound ηN  CN−1 lnN from Theorem 3.2 we approximate the constant in the error
estimate by CN = ηNN/ lnN .
The following table displays the results of our test computations. The numbers confirm
the results of Theorem 3.2.
N ηN rN CN N ηN rN CN
32 1.154e–01 0.53 1.066 4096 2.978e–03 0.88 1.466
64 7.973e–02 0.68 1.227 8192 1.617e–03 0.89 1.470
128 4.973e–02 0.73 1.312 16384 8.721e–04 0.90 1.472
256 2.996e–02 0.79 1.383 32768 4.675e–04 0.91 1.473
512 1.731e–02 0.82 1.421 65536 2.494e–04 0.91 1.474
1024 9.785e–03 0.85 1.446 131072 1.325e–04 0.92 1.474
2048 5.432e–03 0.87 1.459 262144 7.014e–05 – 1.474
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